
WW1 Historian  
Monty Soutar  
Fri 9/10/2015, 3:16 p.m. 
Hmm, that certainly sounds improper. Unfortunately I cannot involve myself in this matter as I am a 
member of the Waitangi Tribunal presently hearing veterans claims.   
  
I hope you are able to get a fair resolution. 
Monty 
Tanya Peterson  
No Monty, we are researchers into my Grandfathers estate, from King George The Vth, under, 
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Act 1915. We were wondering if we could have a talk in regards 
to our claim. 
We had a lawyer for 5 years, and she retained most of our documents to date, we are having a 
problem retrieving them. 
Lawyer, (Janet Mason) has put in, around five submissions, into the Treaty Of Waitangi, under 
the wai 2500. 
This lawyer has misrepresented me, under false pretences, with the act of Perverting the 
Course of Justice for the soldier that she was suppose to represent.  You will be aware that this 
lawyer will be written down in history as a traitor, for the Soldier, that she had been paid 
to represent, the first NZ Historic W.W.1 Soldiers Claim, for Breach Of Duty. 
This is racist, in the highest level. 
As you are the Waitangi Historian in this field, is there anyway that you can get us a copy of the 
documents, that would have been submitted by Janet Mason or any of her previous law firms 
and associates that were involved in my Historic claim. 
Janet Mason changed her law firm name, not long after our request for the return of our 7 
years with tens of thousands of hours of our research back. 
Look forward to your response 
Yours sincerely 
Tanya Peterson 
Monty Soutar  
Fri 9/10/2015, 8:36 a.m. 
Dear Tanya 
  
I am no expert in this area.  
Anyway, what is this in relation to?  Are you a reporter or a lawyer?  
  
Monty 
Tanya Peterson  
monty.soutar@mch.govt.nz 

Orange category 
Dear Sir, 
We have been advised that you are a historian, and very familiar with the Rehabilitation with 
Soldiers property, from 1915. Would it be possible to retrieve your number so we could have a 
talk in regards to this matter. 
Yours sincerely 
Tanya Peterson 
 


